
4. HISTORY (EXTENSION) 

AMERICAN  

REVOLUTION  

The American Revolution was a colonial revolt that took place        
between 1765 and 1783. The American  patriots in the Thirteen      
Colonies won independence from Great Britain, becoming the USA. 
They defeated the British in the American Revolutionary War. 

DECLARATION OF                      

INDEPENDENCE  

The 1776 Declaration announced that the Thirteen Colonies at war 
with the Kingdom of Great Britain would regard themselves as thirteen 
independent sovereign states, no longer under British rule.  

 

FOUNDING FATHERS  The Founding Fathers of the United States were a group of politicians 
who led the American Revolution against the Kingdom of Great      
Britain. The Founding Fathers were: Alexander Hamilton, John       
Adams, Benjamin Franklin, John Jay, Thomas Jefferson, James     
Madison, and George Washington. 

ALEXANDER  

HAMILTON  

Alexander Hamilton (Born 1755 –  Died 1804) was an American      
statesman and one of the Founding Fathers of the United States. He 
was an influential interpreter and promoter of the U.S. Constitution. 

 

GEORGE  

WASHINGTON  

George Washington (Born 1732— Died 1799) was one of 
the Founding Fathers and the first President of the United States. He                                        
commanded patriot forces in the American Revolutionary War and led 
them to victory over the British.  

 

2. CHORDS  (REVISE WEEK 3/TEST WEEK 4) 

CHORD Two or more notes played at once. A three note chord is called a triad. 

MAJOR CHORD A chord which has a root note, a major third note and a perfect fifth note. Example: C—E—G 

MINOR CHORD A chord which has a root note, a minor third note and a perfect fifth note. Example: C—Eb—G 

7TH CHORD A seventh chord is a chord consisting of a triad plus a note forming an interval of a seventh above the 

root. Example: C—E—G—Bb 

SUS CHORD A suspended chord (or sus chord) is a musical chord in which the (major or minor) third is omitted, 

replaced usually with either a perfect fourth or a major second. Example: C—F—G or C—D—G 

SLASH CHORD A slash chord is a chord which indicates emphasis of a bass note other than the root of the chord. 

Example: C = C—E—G and C/G = G—C—E 

1. HAMILTON GENRES (REVISE WEEK 1/TEST WEEK 2) 

MUSICAL  

THEATRE 

Musical theatre is a form of theatrical performance. 
The story and emotional content of a musical –     
humour, pathos, love, anger – are communicated 
through the words, music, movement and technical 
aspects of the entertainment as an integrated whole.  

RAP Rapping is a musical form of vocal delivery that    
incorporates "rhyme, rhythmic speech, and street 
vernacular", which is performed or chanted in a     
variety of ways, usually over a backbeat or musical 
accompaniment.  

HIP HOP Hip hop music, is a music genre developed in 
the United States in the 1970s which consists of a 
stylised rhythmic music that commonly                      
accompanies  rapping. 

3. MUSIC THEORY (REVISE WEEK 5/TEST WEEK 6) 

ASCENDING BASS LINE Ascending bass line progressions are a type of moving bass 
line progression where the bass notes move higher  

RHYTHMIC MOTIF A short recurring rhythmic pattern. 

RHYTHM A series of notes of different lengths that create a pattern.  
Usually fits with a regular beat or pulse. 

STRUCTURE Musical anatomy: the way the composer designs, shapes and 
builds up the sections of a piece of music. 

TEXTURE Musical layers. How many instruments or voices are            
performing together. 

DICTION The style of enunciation in rapping or singing.  

CADENCE AND FLOW In rap music this means the rhythms of the words against the 
beat.  

RHYME A rhyme is a repetition of similar sounds in the final stressed 
syllables of two or more words. 
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